
1 Caught in the Middle
Macau between Chinese Resistance and Collaboration

When Japanese and Chinese forces clashed in Shanghai in the early
months of 1932, twenty-one-year-old Macau-born Guo Jingqiu
(Helena Kuo) was starting a journalism career that would later take her
to Britain, France and the United States. The violence of the combat led
her to return temporarily to her place of birth, where her family still lived,
in search of safety. There, she encountered a completely different reality:
‘I went out into the town that first night. The dancing and gambling and
vice continued as usual. The hotels were crowded with rich refugees from
Shanghai. Macao seemed more like Babylon than ever. No one worried
about China’s war problem.’1

Guo was not the only person in Macau concerned about China’s
situation, but, in 1932, the Japanese invasion of China was still regarded
in the enclave as a distant affair. In 1937, when a continuous state of
warfare began, things were very different.

After addressing the limited impact of the Sino–Japanese conflict in
Macau in the early 1930s, this chapter explores how the territory came to
be an important intersection for competing Chinese forces from 1937 to
1941. It was relevant not only for Chinese resistance activities in
Guangdong province – both Nationalist and Communist – but also for
the collaborationist movement led by Wang Jingwei. Similarly, Macau
was used as a meeting place for Japanese peace feelers towards Cantonese
elites and Chiang Kai-shek’s envoys. It was a place that did not simply
stand in the middle but was caught in the middle of different and inter-
secting nationalist and imperialist designs.

The great majority of the Macau population – both pre-war and refu-
gee – was Chinese, so understanding how different Chinese actors per-
ceived and engaged with neutrality and collaboration in the enclave is
paramount. Macau was used by both Chinese resistance and collabor-
ators in their activities to maintain China’s war effort against Japan or
convince others to file for peace with the occupiers. The commercial and
transportation opportunities neutrality offered were amply explored by
both those resisting and those collaborating with Japan.

1 H. Kuo, I’ve Come a Long Way (New York, 1943), p. 156.
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The enclave had a strategic position. Located in the Pearl River Delta,
connected by land and water routes to the most important city in South
China, Guangzhou (occupied in 1938), it bordered a county,
Zhongshan, that was not firmly occupied until 1940, and was well
connected to Hong Kong, which until 1941 was a crucial lifeline for
Chinese resistance. Whilst the British colony’s importance for the
Chinese war effort has been acknowledged by several historians,
Macau has remained largely in the shadows.2 This chapter demon-
strates that the small enclave mattered locally and regionally and was
also discussed in international diplomacy.

Watching from Afar: Macau and the Japanese Invasion
of China before 1937

On 18 September 1931, an incident at a railway masterminded by
Japanese military figures stationed in north-eastern China escalated into
a full-on invasion of three provinces that became known as the
Manchurian Crisis. In China today, this marks the official start of
China’s War of Resistance against Japan and of the Second World War.

In response to Japanese actions, the Chinese government called on
the League of Nations, of which China was a founding member, for
assistance. Chinese diplomats in Geneva and all over the world con-
veyed the arguments against the Japanese aggression. Portugal was no
exception. Minister Wang Tingzhang wrote to the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs in Lisbon and transmitted the appeal being made ‘of the
Chinese government and people’ calling on all the League’s signatory
powers to examine the ‘invasion of Chinese waters by numerous
Japanese ships’ along the coasts, including in Shanghai, escalating
the conflict in Manchuria.3 The immobility of the League was evident,
however.

Meanwhile, in Macau, there were some open manifestations of sup-
port for the Chinese resistance, including speeches condemning Japan
and fundraising for Chinese victims to be sent to General Ma Zhanshan,
a major figure of the resistance in the north-east.4 There is some evi-
dence to suggest that Portuguese authorities took steps to curb openly

2 For example, S. Tsang, A Modern History of Hong Kong (London, 2004), pp. 114–15;
J. M. Carroll, The Hong Kong–China Nexus (Cambridge, 2022), pp. 34–7.

3 Wang Tingzhang, Chinese Minister to Portugal, to Fernando Augusto Branco, Minister
of Foreign Affairs, 12 Oct. 1931, Arquivo Histórico Diplomático (Historical Diplomatic
Archives of Portugal’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs, hereafter AHD), 3P, A9, M125.

4 ‘Macao Chinese Meet: Sum Collected for General Ma Chan-shan’, South China Morning
Post (hereafter SCMP) (30 Nov. 1931), p. 14. In the first half of the 1930s, Ma would go
from resistance hero to collaborator with the Japanese before returning to a prominent
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anti-Japanese activities. For example, in 1931, the Macau authorities
sought to prevent the Chinese Commercial Association (the local cham-
ber of commerce) from requesting local merchants to participate in
a boycott of Japanese products, as this could be damaging to the terri-
tory’s commerce.5

The spread of hostilities to Shanghai, where Chinese and Japanese
armies clashed from late January to March 1932, had more direct effects
in the enclave, as well as on Portuguese residing inmainlandChina that, to
an extent, and like other cities in China, anticipated some of the actions
that took place from1937 onwards.6 The 1932 hostilities, which have been
called ‘the Shanghai War of 1932’ and whose significance has been dem-
onstrated byDonald Jordan, did not leave the Portuguese unscathed.7 The
Portuguese diplomats in the city prepared an evacuation of the community,
even dispatching the auxiliary cruiser Gil Eanes from Macau. Portugal’s
Ministry of Foreign Affairs archives hold detailed lists of their material
losses and complaint letters on the damage caused to Portuguese
properties.8 A public subscription was started byMacau’s municipal coun-
cil, the Loyal Senate (Leal Senado) to gather donations for relief of
Portuguese in Shanghai, an early example of the public–private partner-
ships that were a dominant practice during the Second World War.9

Although Portuguese officials were concerned only with their fellow
nationals, Chinese who left Shanghai also sought shelter in Macau, as
Guo Jingqiu’s case illustrates. Chinese refugees also generated a civil society
response. In Macau, the Chinese population likewise organised subscrip-
tions to collect relief funds to be remitted to the victims on the mainland,
and refugees who had come to Macau were assisted by local charities.10

One of those who reportedly sought refuge in Macau in 1932 was the film
superstar Ruan Lingyu.11 Unlike in 1937, however, when the 1932 hostil-
ities in Shanghai came to an end, refugees largely left Macau soon after.

position in the resistance movement. OnMa and the complex situation in the north-east
in the first years of the Japanese invasion, see Mitter, Manchurian Myth.

5 Council Administrator and Police Commissioner to Director of the Civil Administration
Services, 17 Oct. 1931, Arquivo de Macau/Aomen dang’an guan (Archives of Macau,
hereafter AM), MO/AH/AC/SA/01/13673.

6 On the 1932 precedents for refugee management in 1937, see, for example, the case of
Wuxi discussed in Lincoln, Urbanizing China in War and Peace, pp. 120–6.

7 D. A. Jordan, China’s Trial by Fire: The Shanghai War of 1932 (Ann Arbor, MI, 2001).
8 See files in AHD, 3P, A9, M125.
9 Appeal from the President of the Loyal Senate, 16 Mar. 1932, AM, MO/AH/AC/SA/01/
13827.

10 ‘MacaoChinese –Take Part in the Cracker Celebration: Funds for Sufferers’, SCMP (25
Feb. 1932), p. 14.

11 Cheong K. M., ‘“Afilhada” de Ho Tung Refugiou-se em Macau durante a Guerra (‘Ho
Tung’s “Goddaughter” Sought Refuge in Macau during the War’), Jornal Tribuna de
Macau (31 Mar. 2022), p. 9.
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A refugee exodus would only unfold again – and with much greater
intensity – from 1937 onwards, but, from 1932 to 1937, there were
periodic echoes of the Sino–Japanese conflict implicating Macau. These
usually took the form of alarmist rumours of Japanese demands. In
March 1932, rumours that Japan was using Macau for military activities
with Portuguese agreement arose in Chinese newspapers yet the
Portuguese authorities denied them.12 In 1935, a string of news articles
reported on hearsay that a Japanese group wanted to build an aerodrome
in Macau or, more spectacularly, that Japan had proposed to buy Macau
itself. Portuguese authorities always rebuffed such hearsay, but the gossip
did generate some international attention.13

Even though there was a perception of relative appeasement of Japan
by Chiang’s government in the mid-1930s, diplomatically, resistance
never ceased.14 Japanese actions in China continued to be brought to
the attention of the international community, including small powers
such as Portugal. When Manchukuo, a Japanese-sponsored colonial
creation under the guise of a supposedly ‘independent’ state was estab-
lished out of the three invaded provinces in the north-east, the Chinese
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) wrote to the Portuguese minister
Armando Navarro, urging Portugal ‘not to give recognition to the
unlawful organization born out of Japanese military action’.15

Although Portugal did not show signs of recognising Manchukuo, nei-
ther was it openly supportive of China in the League of Nations where
the Manchurian Crisis would eventually lead to Japan’s withdrawal
from the international body.

In December 1932, after the findings of the League’s Lytton Report
that confirmed Japan’s aggressive actions in the north-east and Chinese
sovereignty over Manchuria, the Portuguese minister of foreign affairs
instructed the country’s delegate ‘not to intervene in the discussion of any
resolution project’. When a vote became inevitable, Portugal was to
follow the British attitude, ‘softening as much as possible what in our

12 AM,MO/AH/AC/SA/01/25240, Documentos enviados e recebidos de vários consulados
portugueses e estrangeiros (Documents Sent to and Received from Various Portuguese
and Foreign Consulates), 1931–3.

13 ‘Japan in Macau’, SCMP (18 Mar. 1935), p. 16; ‘Sale of Macao’, SCMP (14 May 1935),
p. 15; ‘No Sale of Macao’, SCMP (20 May 1935), p. 16; ‘Japan’s Eyes Not on Macao’,
North China Herald (hereafter NCH) (2 Oct. 1935), p. 11; Paul d’Hybouville, French
Chargé d’Affaires in Lisbon, to Pierre Laval, Minister of Foreign Affairs, 20 May 1935,
Centre des Archives diplomatiques de La Courneuve (Diplomatic Archives at La
Courneuve), Paris – Ministère des Affaires Étrangères (hereafter MAE), 32CPCOM/784.

14 S. G. Craft, ‘Opponents of Appeasement: Western-Educated Chinese Diplomats and
Intellectuals and Sino–Japanese Relations, 1932–37’,Modern Asian Studies, 35/1 (2001),
pp. 195–216.

15 MOFA to Armando Navarro, Minister to China, 23 June 1932, AHD, 3P, A9, M125.
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votemay be disagreeable toChina or to Japan’.16 In other words, Portugal
opted for a detached neutrality.

Portuguese diplomats regarded the situation in East Asia differently, but
none advocated open support for China. The chargé d’affaires in Tokyo
noted the worrying imperial confidence of Japanese authorities whose atti-
tude ‘is becoming singularly similar to that of Germany in 1914’.17 For his
part, the Portuguese ambassador in London, Rui Enes Ulrich, considered
‘a grave error’ the League’s decision that Manchukuo should not be recog-
nised. He praised Japanese imperialist plans, offering his ‘sincere sympathy
for the notable work of Japanese colonisation’ and his ‘disgust for the liberal
Chinese anarchy’.18 Yet he too thought Portugal should not take any
initiative to recognise Manchukuo because Macau’s existence made it
imperative to ‘avoid any friction with China’. Thus, the country should
simply follow whatever other states did on the matter. Chinese diplomats
continued to monitor Portugal’s position vis-à-vis Manchukuo in subse-
quent years, but Portugal never advanced towards a formal recognition, the
main reason for that arguably being because Britain never did.

An all-out war between China and Japan erupted in July 1937 when an
incident near Beijing (the so-called Marco Polo Bridge Incident) was met
with fierce military resistance. When a new front opened in Shanghai in
August, that resistance became clear to the entire world. One of the most
important attempts to bring the conflict to the attention of the international
community occurred a few months later when the Conference of Brussels
was convened in November, bringing together the signatory powers of the
1922Nine-PowerTreaty ofWashington –Portugal amongst them.19A key
power, however, Japan, declined the invitation. Ambassador Wellington
Koo (Gu Weijun) made a powerful case for Chinese resistance:

China had never given any challenge to Japan before the deliberate opening of
hostilities on China by Japan. The Chinese armed forces had never invaded
a single foot of Japanese territory, nor had the Chinese air forced bombed
a single Japanese town. China had not wished tomake war on Japan and is fighting
today determinedly and bravely only to resist the unceasing onslaught of the
invading Japanese forces.20

16 César de SousaMendes,Minister of Foreign Affairs, to Augusto de Vasconcelos, Portugal’s
Delegate at the League of Nations, copy dated 9 Dec. 1932, AHD, 3P, A9, M125.

17 Justino Montalvão Machado, Minister in Tokyo, to Mendes, 13 Feb. 1933, AHD, 3P,
A9, M125.

18 Rui Enes Ulrich, Ambassador in London, to Minister of Foreign Affairs, 3 Mar. 1934,
AHD, 2P, A48, M212.

19 The Conference list of participants was much wider than those Nine Powers and
comprised delegations from eighteen states, including the Soviet Union.

20 ‘Address by His Excellency Dr. V. K. Wellington Koo, of China’, in The Conference of
Brussels November 3–24, 1937 (Washington, DC, 1938), p. 41.
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Koo’s appeal to foreign powers did not bring about the support the
Chinese government desired, but Japan’s refusal to attend the conference
confirmed its refusal to work towards a diplomatic solution that had
already been apparent with its retreat from the League.

Portugal’s participation in the Conference of Brussels had more to do
with projecting an image of colonial prestige than with solving the crisis in
Asia. In one of his interventions, the Portuguese envoy, Augusto deCastro,
who was the minister in Belgium, used a colonialist discourse that empha-
sised ‘the part played by Portugal in the civilization of Asia’, justifying its
presence there with the country’s ‘political and territorial interests’ and ‘its
position in the Far East’. Castro reaffirmed the country’s neutrality and
merely committed to ‘lend its support to all useful work for conciliation’ to
which the conference may lead ‘within the limits and spirit of its
neutrality’.21 The Portuguese chargé d’affaires in Tokyo noted that the
local press was conveying the impression that Portugal was sympathetic to
Japanese actions in China and its position in the Brussels conference
reflected that.22 However, in Castro’s correspondence to Salazar – who
combined his post of president of the council of ministers (prime minister)
with that of minister of foreign affairs – it was clear that the main preoccu-
pation of the Portuguese diplomat was to act in accordance with the British
position and maintain close relations with the United Kingdom despite
existing tensions relating to the Spanish Civil War.23 As will be demon-
strated in Chapter 2, the Portuguese authorities’ policy to follow the UK
position on the Sino–Japanese conflict was shaken in the following years,
when Macau came into direct contact with the realities of a continuous
state of war in South China. As Britain moved closer to an alliance with
China, Portugal’s position became more ambiguous, even though Macau
gained a new importance for the Chinese resistance.

Macau and Chinese Resistance

Communication between the Chinese Nationalist government resisting
the Japanese invasion and the Portuguese authorities in Lisbon and
Macau was made through diplomatic channels, personal intermediaries
and contacts between provincial and county authorities and the Macau
administration. These links had varying degrees of efficiency, but they
were constant during the war.

21 ‘Address by His Excellency Mr. Augusto de Castro, of Portugal’, in ibid., p. 45.
22 Antero Carreiro de Freitas, Chargé d’Affaires in Tokyo, to Portugal’sMinistry of Foreign

Affairs (hereafter MNE), 11 Nov. 1933, AHD, 3P, A49, M134.
23 Castro to Salazar, 30 Nov. 1937, AHD, 3P, A49, M134.
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Sino–Portuguese diplomatic relations suffered a period of crisis after
1938. Although China’s diplomatic representation in Portugal was marked
by stability, such was not the case with the Portuguese diplomatic presence
in China. The Chinese minister to Portugal throughout the period covered
in this chapter was Li Jinlun, who served in Lisbon for a record period, from
1934 to 1943 (see Figure 1.1).24 When the war erupted, Portugal’s highest-
ranking diplomat to China wasMinister Plenipotentiary ArmandoNavarro,
based at the Portuguese legation in Beijing since 1930. As the Portuguese
minister to Tokyo who had worked in Beijing in the 1920s noted, ‘Macau
justified the existence of the legation’, since Portuguese trade and other
relations with China were practically nil.25 An extensive Portuguese com-
munity, mostly comprising Eurasian families with ancestral links to Macau,

Figure 1.1 Li Jinlun (centre left), Chinese minister to Portugal between
1934 and 1943, after presenting his credentials at the presidential palace
in Lisbon, 1934. Empresa Pública Jornal O Século, Álbuns Gerais n.ō

31, doc. PT/TT/EPJS/SF/001-001/0031/2226I. Courtesy of Arquivo
Nacional Torre do Tombo

24 Zhonghua minguo shi waijiao zhi (chugao) (Diplomatic History of the Republic of China)
(Taipei, 2002), p. 832.

25 L. E. Fernandes, De Pequim a Washington: Memórias de um Diplomata Português (From
Beijing to Washington: Memoirs of a Portuguese Diplomat) (Lisbon, 2007), p. 47.
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lived in some treaty ports where Portuguese consuls and/or vice consuls were
either posted from Portugal (namely to Shanghai and Guangzhou) or
requested to look after Portuguese interests locally. At the suggestion of Li
Jinlun, the PortugueseMinistry of Foreign Affairs ordered Navarro to move
from Beijing to Shanghai in October 1937 to better communicate with the
government in Nanjing.26 He died in February the following year, however,
depriving Portugal of an experienced diplomat in China.27 His successor,
chosen in April, was JoãoMaria da Silva de Lebre e Lima, who had served in
London and at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Lisbon.

All was set in August 1938 for Lima to travel from the Portuguese legation
in Shanghai to the Chinese wartime capital of Chongqing to present his
credentials. Then suddenly his departure was suspended as the war pro-
gressed and military operations, including aerial bombing between
Hong Kong and Chongqing, made travelling dangerous.28 Lima ended up
staying in Shanghai until his return to Lisbon in 1945, a permanent point of
contention mentioned by the Chinese side throughout the war.29 Although
technically accredited to Chiang’s government, Portugal’s minister lived in
an occupied city, mingling in the same diplomatic circles as the pro–Wang
JingweiGerman and Italian ambassadors. This fact is particularly illustrative
of the complexities of Portuguese neutrality in China. Furthermore, all
Portuguese consuls in mainland China were, from 1937–8 onwards, living
in occupied cities (Shanghai, Guangzhou, Xiamen, Hankou, Harbin), and
the Portuguese consul inHongKong was transferred elsewhere in 1939 and
was not replaced by a ‘career diplomat’.30

26 Salazar to Portuguese Embassy in London, 3 Oct. 1937, AHD, 2P, A48, M176.
27 ‘Ministro de Portugal na China’ (‘Portugal’s Minister to China’), A Voz de Macau

(hereafter VM) (7 Feb. 1938), p. 4.
28 For example, Salazar to Portuguese Legation in Shanghai, 23 Aug. and 1 and 5 Sept.

1938; Portuguese Legation in Shanghai to MNE, 23 Aug. and 5 Sept. 1938, Arquivo
Nacional Torre do Tombo (Portuguese National Archives, hereafter ANTT), Arquivo
Oliveira Salazar (hereafter AOS), NE-2A2, cx. 422.

29 For example, Academia Historica/Guoshiguan (hereafter AH), Waijiaobu (Ministry of
Foreign Affairs), 020000023906A, Putaoya za juan (Portugal–Miscellaneous);
Conversation notes by Franco Nogueira, 13 Aug. 1945, ANTT, AOS, NE-2A2, cx.
422, Pt. 8.

30 In some cities, consular representation seems to have been an honorific post with little to do
with formal diplomacy. Illustrative of this was the employment of several ‘White Russians’ as
Portuguese consuls, perhaps a remnant of nineteenth-century practices when tsarist diplo-
mats had played a role as intermediaries between Portugal and the Qing. Solomon
L. Skidelsky, a Jewish businessman, consul in Harbin since the early 1920s, disappeared
from official listings in 1941; he was reportedly imprisoned by the Soviets after the war,
dying in captivity (F. Patrikeeff, Russian Politics in Exile: The Northeast Asian Balance for
Power, 1924–1931 (Oxford, 2012), pp. 118, 199; The Chinese Year Book 1940–1941
(Chongqing, 1941), pp. 800–2). From 1923 to 1947, the Portuguese consul in Hankou
was Andrei TerentevichBelchenko, a formerRussian diplomat. The Portuguese vice consul
in Xiamen was the French consul in the city. The consulate in Fuzhou closed in 1938. The
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Diplomatic channels were thus highly uneven. With Portuguese diplo-
macy in China in such dire straits, Macau assumed a privileged position
as a base for communication with both Japanese and Chinese of different
factions, sometimes at odds with the Portuguese diplomats.31 Chinese
contacts with Macau requesting assistance from the Portuguese author-
ities began in the first year of the war.32 They gained momentum as the
Chinese Nationalists began to suffer serious attacks in South China from
1938.

Having attempted and failed to instigate a local coup, the Japanese
started to bombGuangzhou in February 1938. The Portuguese consul in
the city witnessed the attacks and manifested sympathy for the Chinese
victims in his reports to Salazar: ‘The Japanese say the targets are military
but until today almost no soldier has been killed in these raids over the
city. Students, women, children are the ones that have suffered in these
violent and continuous daily attacks on the city. I personally went to see
the result of the bombings . . . The spectacle is profoundly horrible and
desolating.’33

As the first city to be under a KMT government in the 1920s,
Guangzhou was of great symbolic importance for the Nationalists. In
a speech toNationalist party delegates in April, ChiangKai-shek declared
that ‘Guangdong province is our revolutionary base area’ and stressed the
importance of China holding Guangzhou with its key ‘sea links to the
outside world’.34 The Nationalist forces would eventually retreat from
Guangzhou, but the city was defended for several months and
Guangdong province was never completely occupied.

The Portuguese authorities in Macau assisted the Chinese in neigh-
bouring areas during the Japanese bombings, providing refuge and

well-connected consul in Hong Kong, Álvaro Brilhante Laborinho, was moved to South
Africa in June 1939 (Acting Governor (Encarregado do Governo) to Minister of Colonies,
5 June 1939, AHD, 3P, A9, M128–129). Francisco Paulo de Vasconcelos Soares, an aged
member of theHong Kong Portuguese community, stayed as acting consul (B. H.M.Koo,
The Portuguese in Hongkong and China: Their Beginning, Settlement and Progress to 1949, vol. 2
(Macau, 2013), p. 124).

31 Mutual complaints between the governor of Macau and the Portuguese consul in
Guangzhou can be found in some of the existing correspondence to Lisbon. For example,
José Carlos Rodrigues Coelho Jr, Acting Governor of Macau, to MC, 23 June 1939,
ANTT, AOS, UL-10A1, cx. 767; Monteiro to Lima, 26 Mar. 1940, AHD, 2P, A48,
M217; J. da Costa Carneiro, MNE to Lima, 21 May 1940, ibid.

32 For example, in October 1937, a delegate of the Guangdong government visited the
Macau governor to request his assistance in trade and supply flows (Barbosa to Ministry
of Colonies (hereafter MC), 12 Oct. 1937, transcribed in note from MC to Salazar, 16
Oct. 1937, ANTT, AOS, UL-10A1, cx. 767).

33 Morgado to MNE, 9 June 1938, AHD, 3P, A9, M128–129.
34 R.Mitter,China’s War with Japan, 1937–1945: The Struggle for Survival (London, 2013),

p. 147.
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medical care. Borders were relatively porous, which suited the needs of
humanitarian assistance. In April, the Japanese bombed the Chinese
Maritime Customs (CMC) post at Qianshan, near Macau, leading hun-
dreds of people to head to the enclave.35 The crews of the nearby boats
fled in panic to Wanzai, in the eastern part of Lappa Island, with a few
treated for their wounds in Macau.36 Following a request for help from
Chinese authorities, an ambulance went from Macau into Chinese-
controlled territory to collect two people seriously injured after
a Japanese attack.37 After a similar request, several wounded in
a bombing over Zhongshan’s capital, Shiqi, were also assisted in Macau
(see Figure 1.2).38 Chinese Minister of Foreign Affairs Wang Chonghui
thanked the Portuguese minister to China in writing in December, and
asked him to convey his regards to Governor Artur Tamagnini de
Barbosa, the police commander and the staff who had assisted the victims
in another attack on Shiqi.39

Macau had for centuries been a source of arms supplies for China, and
the war with Japan revived the practice.40 Whilst the role of Hong Kong as
a base for military supplies into unoccupied China is well known, Macau’s
is less so, despite the connections between the two foreign-ruled
territories.41 For example, in May 1939, agents of the Chinese military
informally approached the Hong Kong government requesting it to allow
the export of war material to Macau for re-export to inland China to be
used by Chinese forces in south Guangdong. This was to be done without
insisting on a formal authorisation by the Macau government.42 The
Macau chief of police, Lieutenant Colonel Alberto Arez, wrote a personal
letter to his Hong Kong counterpart stating that ‘we are prepared to help
these people’.43 This source, hinting that at least some amongst theMacau

35 ‘Nippon Night Raiders Visit River Capital’, China Press (hereafter CP) (18
Apr. 1938), p. 2.

36 ‘O bombardeamento de ontem ao Posto Maritimo da Alfandega Chineza de Chinsan’
(‘Yesterday’s Bombing of the Chinese Maritime Customs Post at Qianshan’), VM (18
Apr. 1938), p. 3.

37 Barbosa to MC, 18 Apr. 1938, ANTT, AOS, UL-10A1, cx. 767.
38 ‘Os efeitos do último bombardeamento japones sobre Seaki’ (‘The Effects of the Latest

Japanese Bombing of Shiqi’), VM (5 Nov. 1938), p. 4.
39 João Maria da Silva de Lebre e Lima, Minister to China, to Barbosa, 7 Jan. 1939, AM,

MO/AH/AC/SA/01/16831.
40 D. Faure, Emperor and Ancestor: State and Lineage in South China (Stanford, CA, 2007),

p. 314.
41 For example, K. C. Chan Lau, China, Britain and Hong Kong, 1895–1945 (Hong Kong,

1990), pp. 265–92.
42 Geoffry Northcote, Governor of Hong Kong toMalcolmMacDonald, Secretary of State

for the Colonies, 5 May 1939, TNA, FO 371/23427.
43 Macau Chief of Police to Hong Kong Deputy High Commissioner of Police, 12

Apr. 1939, ibid.
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authorities were favourable to cooperating with the Chinese, contradicts
the governor’s assurances to Lisbon that no military assistance was dis-
pensed. However, the plan did not secure British approval.44 The reason
for the denial was that such a proposition posed ‘a grave risk of a clash with
the local Japanese naval authorities’.45 Whilst some were willing to take
risks, others feared international consequences.

Guangzhou Shilong

Changping

Shenzhen

Kowloon

Hong Kong

Shiqi

Qianshan

MacauLappa

Figure 1.2 Map of South China showing theMacau–Shiqi road and the
Kowloon–Guangzhou railway. Map by Rui Teixeira Alves (based on
a map by P. C. Chen published in China Weekly Review, 13 April 1940,
in the public domain via Internet Archive) (https://archive.org/details/
millards-1940.04.13/page/228/mode/2up)

44 The Hong Kong governor, following the suggestion of the commander-in-chief of the
China Station, forbade it and the Colonial Office (hereafter CO) and Foreign Office
(hereafter FO) later concurred.

45 Northcote to MacDonald, 5 May 1939, ibid.
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Sino–Portuguese contacts were also established for matters concerning
Portuguese interests in the enclave. In May 1938, the governor sent Arez
to speak to the provincial governor, Wu Tiecheng, via the Portuguese
consulate at Guangzhou. He was to discuss the presence in Macau of
Japanese elements spreading anti-Portuguese propaganda and causing
problems between Portugal and China. He suggested that, should the
Guangzhou authorities know who the troublemakers were and request it,
the governor would be willing to hand them over unless they were long-
term residents. The consul considered this offer extremely problematic
but helped Arez to write a more general note that ended up being received
by Diao Zuoqian, special delegate of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in
Guangdong and Guangxi. Equally vague in his response, Diao guaran-
teed that ‘Macau’s tranquillity was very important to China and to
Guangzhou, given the high number of Chinese who lived there.’46 Such
was the strange coexistence of imperialism and anti-imperialism in excep-
tional times of war, when the neutrality of a foreign colony was quite
useful to Chinese resistance. Attempts to get supplies into Macau were
also made via personal channels.47

However, cooperation was neither linear nor constant. Sometimes,
Chinese actions around Macau prompted protests by the Portuguese,
such as in May 1938, when several Chinese planes flew over Macau on
their way to bomb Japanese positions outside of Portuguese waters, or in
October, when Chinese troops patrolling a so-called neutral zone
wounded a Portuguese lieutenant from the Barrier Gate (Portas do
Cerco) garrison.48 Protests were sent from the Portuguese consul in
Guangzhou to the provincial authorities and assurances were given in
writing or in person, by Diao Zuoqian or the secretary, Ling Shifen.

Diplomatic correspondence between Portugal and China during the
war can be described as a litany of complaints and rebuttals, with the
Chinese government insisting on official clarifications to any information
it received on possible breaches of Portuguese neutrality inMacau. These
are indicative that Chinese wartime diplomacy was attuned to a myriad of
affairs and did not overlook relations with a small European power. The

46 Morgado to Alberto Carlos de Liz Teixeira Branquinho, Portuguese Chargé d’Affaires in
China, 21 May 1938, AHD, 2P, A48, M176.

47 For example, Jack Braga wrote to General Zhang Huichang asking him to intervene in
order to allow ships to travel between Shiqi and Macau (Braga to Boxer, 21 Oct. 1938,
National Library of Australia (hereafter NLA), MS 4300, Box 9, 3.2/2).

48 Barbosa to Morgado, 12 May 1938, AHD, 2P, A48, M176; Diao Zuoqian, Ministry of
Foreign Affairs (hereafter MOFA) Special Delegate for Guangdong and Guangxi, to
Morgado, 21May 1938, AHD, 2P, A48,M176;Morgado toWuTiecheng, Governor of
Guangdong Province, 14 Oct. 1938, AHD, 3P, A9, M128–129; Morgado to Lima, 18
Oct. 1938, ibid.
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Chinese minister in Lisbon, Li Jinlun, went to the PortugueseMinistry of
Foreign Affairs several times to get a reaction to news on events inMacau
or rumours about Portugal’s stance on Japan. Similarly, the dispatches of
the Portugueseminister to China to the Chineseminister of foreign affairs
in Chongqing usually contained denials of such rumours. For example, in
May 1938, Lima wrote to Wang Chonghui, via the Portuguese consulate
in Hong Kong, to deny the news that Portugal would recognise
Manchukuo. In his rebuttal, he admitted the de facto existence of parallel
diplomacy between Macau and Japanese forces:

It is possible that between the Government ofMacao and the Japanese authorities
there exists some kind of understanding or local agreement in connection with
shipping facilities. However, I have the honour and pleasure to assure Your
Excellency that the news regarding the existence, for the above purposes, of any
treaty or negotiations between the Portuguese and the Japanese Governments
have no foundation whatsoever.49

The Japanese occupation of Guangzhou added a layer of distance
between the Portuguese diplomats and the Chinese central government.
The city fell in October 1938 with little military resistance, almost at the
same time as the Nationalists lost the temporary wartime capital of
Wuhan. The city’s occupation may be regarded as the transition between
a first phase of the Second Sino–Japanese War and a ‘second, defensive
stage’ that ensued.50

As theNationalists lost ground in SouthChina,Macaumade its riskiest
move in shadow diplomacy. In February 1939, the Macau police com-
mander, Captain Carlos de Sousa Gorgulho, went to Tokyo, where he
met a number of Japanese officials – an event that will be discussed further
in Chapter 2.51 The visit caused a stir in Sino–Portuguese relations. In
Paris, AmbassadorWellingtonKoo lamented the news he had heard of an
agreement between the government of Macau and Japan that included
the recognition of Manchukuo and the free use of the Macau port. Koo
interpreted the affair as part of Japan’s efforts to ‘poach the lesser signa-
tories of the Washington Treaty’.52 The minister in Lisbon, Li Jinlun,
came to theMinistry of Foreign Affairs to enquire if the news was true. He

49 Lima to Wang Chonghui, Minister of Foreign Affairs, 10 May 1938, Academia Sinica,
Institute of Modern History Archives (hereafter AS-IMH), Waijiaobu, 312.8/0001. Also
in AHD, 2P, A48, M217.

50 Mitter, China’s War with Japan, p. 200.
51 Gorgulho was later appointed governor of theWest African archipelago of São Tomé and

Príncipe in April 1945, where he was implicated in the infamous Batepá Massacre in
1953.

52 Note from the Direction of Political and Commercial Affairs – Asia–Oceania Division of
the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 3 Mar. 1939, MAE, 32CPCOM/761.
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was told it was not.53 Li later delivered a note on the matter, noting that
there was information that ‘some members of the Macau government
favour the pro-Japanese policy’ advocated by Gorgulho.54 A document
from the Chinese Military Affairs Commission informing the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs on Gorgulho’s trip and the proposals he had discussed
shows how these caused high-level concern. The Nationalists feared
Japan was attempting to use Macau as a base and to influence Portugal
to join the Anti-Comintern Pact, which was not far-fetched, given
Salazar’s anti-communism.55 Shortly after, Li Jinlun presented the min-
istry in Lisbon with this new set of allegations of Portuguese collaboration
with Japan that he wished to see clarified.56 Those were denied, but
increasing Japanese pressure in the vicinity of Macau was a reality, one
that Chinese officials were well aware of.

The ‘Portuguese’ Ships

An illustrative way in which neutrality shaped Sino–Portuguese relations
at a non-state level – but that often spilled out into consular démarches –
was the registration of Chinese ships under Portuguese nationality, sev-
eral of which were used for smuggling materiel to both Chiang’s China
and Japanese troops. As a Portuguese consul wrote at the time, the
‘Portuguese merchant fleet’ in China was ‘the illegitimate daughter of
the Sino–Japanese conflict’.57 Correspondence about detained ships,
many of which were involved in the lucrative, albeit risky, transport of
weapons, ammunitions or goods destined to both of the belligerents, is
one of the sources that attest to the flexibility of Portuguese neutrality in
the war. Japanese representatives accused the Macau authorities of pro-
tecting Chinese boats that attacked Japanese warships;58 sometimes it
was the arrest of Chinese and their boats that motivated protests by
China.59

53 MNE to Portuguese Legation in Shanghai, 6 Mar. 1939, AHD, 2P, A48, M217.
54 Note handed by Li Jinlun to MNE, sent with dispatch fromMNE toMC, 12May 1939,

ibid.
55 Military Affairs Commission to MOFA, 12 June 1939, AS-IMH, Waijiaobu, 312.8/

0001.
56 Note delivered by Li Jinlun to MNE, 17 June 1939, AHD, 2P, A48, M217.
57 Monteiro to Salazar, 9 Aug. 1941, AHD, 3P, A9, M135.
58 The governor of Macau denied this but admitted that wounded Chinese had come to be

treated in Macau, an ‘humanitarian act’ that ought not be considered as ‘help to the
Chinese forces’ (Salazar to Portuguese Legation in Tokyo, 25 Apr. 1938, AHD, 2P, A48,
M176).

59 For example, a case occurred in 1940 (still unsettled in 1948) that resulted in the seizure
of the vessel and in the arrest, trial and deportation to Timor of members of the crew (see
files in AH, Waijiaobu, 020000003313A).
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Japan had informed foreign powers that the transfer of Chinese ships to
foreign ownership since August 1937 would be recognised only with bona
fide proof of the transfer. A consequence of this was the registration of
Chinese boats under foreign flags, of which Portugal’s was an easy choice,
most likely because the limited financial capacity of the Portuguese inChina
made them more prone to agree to such a scheme. Throughout 1937 and
1938, Japanese navy patrols often stopped and searched ‘Portuguese’mer-
chant ships such as the Wing Wah and the Anjou, Chinese junks with
permits from the Macau Harbour Authority and Chinese junks travelling
betweenHongKong andMacau. Some had their cargo seized whilst others
were attacked, the crew left to die.60 A public accusation that Chinese junks
and speedboats were using Portuguese territorial waters in South China to
launch raids on Japanese warships wasmade by a Japanese navy spokesman
in Shanghai in April 1938, which was amply reported both in Shanghai and
in Hong Kong.61 Although the Macau government and the Chinese mili-
tary authorities denied this, these cases illustrate the ease with which the
ships could be deployed for pro-resistance purposes.62 In July 1938, the
minister of colonies, Francisco José Vieira Machado, wrote to the governor
of Macau that it was ‘not convenient to facilitate the matriculation of
Chinese junks as Portuguese boats [as] it will be [a] source [of] conflicts
without any advantage’.63 Barbosa replied that such measures would only
last during the conflict and blamed the trouble on ‘the abuse of Chinese
boats’ using Portuguese flags, as if Portuguese officials had not permitted
such use of the flags.64 However, sometimes that was not the only flag they
used: one of the vessels the Japanese detained in 1940, theFuAn (FukOn in
Cantonese), ‘flew the Portuguese flag’ whilst having ‘a painted flag of the
Chiang Kai Shek regime on her stern’, evidence of a rushed transfer of
ownership or of its true allegiance.65 However, not all the ships were
stopped by the Japanese side. In 1940, the Chinese authorities in Fujian

60 On the case of the Kamshan, sank between Macau and Wuzhou, see ‘Canton to Defend
At All Costs’, NCH (1 June 1938), p. 358.

61 For example, ‘Claims Junks Attack War Vessel’, Hongkong Telegraph (19 Apr. 1938);
‘Macao Accused of Sheltering Chinese Ships’, Hong Kong Daily Press (20 Apr. 1938),
AHD, 3P, A9, M135; ‘Japanese Sink Fleet of Junks’, China Weekly Review (hereafter
CWR) (23 Apr. 1938), p. 226.

62 ‘Colony Has Not Deviated from Strict Neutrality’, SCMP (22 Apr. 1938); ‘Japanese
Allegations Refuted’, China Mail (22 Apr. 1938). The Cantonese authorities stated that
‘such allegations are made to cover the Japanese navy’s nefarious plans to destroy the
Chinese fishing industry and as an excuse to fire on fishing boats at will’ (‘Real Motive
behind Japanese Charge’, SCMP (23 Apr. 1938)). Clippings in AHD, 3P, A9, M135.

63 Francisco José Vieira Machado, Minister of Colonies, to Barbosa, 8 July 1938, ANTT,
AOS, UL-10A1, cx. 767.

64 Barbosa to MC, 9 July 1938, ibid. Also in AHD, 3P, A9, M135.
65 Nagao Kita, Japanese Consul General at Guangzhou to Monteiro, 28 Aug. 1940, AHD,

3P, A9, M135.
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detained the boats Tito and Santa Rosa, including the Portuguese captain
and crew, accused of collaborating with the enemy.66 Such were the dan-
gers and opportunities of neutrality: a Portuguese flag could facilitate
shipping but was not a stable guarantee against attacks by one of the
belligerents.

The registration of former Chinese ships as Portuguese was an open
secret and was employed as a strategy for mutual benefit, given that
Macau needed supplies from inland China and the Portuguese needed
Chinese capital for the ships and could also profit from their trade.67 Even
Portuguese representatives were involved: one prominent case involved
the Luso, a ship bought by the vice consul in Shanghai, Antonio Augusto
Alves Lico. Attempts to tackle the situation were half-hearted. In the
summer of 1939, instructions were given to Portuguese consulates in
China and to the Macau Harbour Authority not to nationalise Chinese
or Japanese ships as Portuguese. Temporary boat passports were to be
replaced for definite ones, and in cases where there were legal impedi-
ments, solutions were to be found to guarantee that nothing really
changed so as not to cause trouble to the Portuguese involved in the
traffic. In any case, by 1941, most of the ‘Portuguese’ ships had been
apprehended by Japanese or Chinese authorities. Portuguese consuls at
Shanghai and Guangzhou repeatedly pleaded with them, but release of
the boats and sometimes their crews was a lengthy and not always suc-
cessful process. The Portuguese consul in Guangzhou concluded: ‘The
“Portuguese fleet” is not respected by any of the two contenders, because
both know the way in which it was acquired.’68 The registration of
Chinese ships under foreign flags mirrored the registration of businesses
in the neutral International Settlement and French Concession in
Shanghai.69 These were strategies for survival in which nationalism and
transnational connections overlapped.

The Portuguese ships were one channel amongst others and the
important role Macau played in smuggling weapons and other supplies
into Free China is attested by contemporary sources of different

66 Tito had belonged to a shipping company owned byWangQingpo, aChinese ‘Portuguese
protégé’, and was sold to Victor Carvalho, a Portuguese from Xiamen in 1937 (Fernand
Roy, Responsible for Portuguese Interests in Xiamen, to Morgado, 4 Apr. 1939, ibid.).
A later document mentioned that Carvalho’s business partner was a Chinese man from
Taiwan who was an ‘intimate friend of the Japanese’ in Xiamen (Report by Álvaro Baião,
captain of the Tito, 7 Dec. 1940, ibid.).

67 C. T. da Costa, Merchant Navy Department, 3 July 1939, sent by the Navy Ministry to
MNE, 8 July 1939, ibid.

68 Monteiro to Salazar, 8 July 1941, ibid.
69 P. M. Coble, ‘Chinese Capitalists and the Japanese: Collaboration and Resistance in the

Shanghai Area, 1937–45’, in W. H. Yeh (ed.), Wartime Shanghai (London, 1998),
pp. 57–77.
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provenances, including a report by the manager of the Banco Nacional
Ultramarino (BNU) and an American document noting that ‘a consider-
able amount of railway material’ and small quantities of munitions
entered China via Macau.70 Some of these were likely to have been
deployed nearby, as Macau’s environs became a frontline of hostilities.

Defending Zhongshan

The Japanese Expeditionary Forces in South China had held positions
encircling Zhongshan county since the late 1930s but had not moved into
the capital, Shiqi, until the end of the decade. They tried to convince local
elites to settle for peace and neighbouring Macau was one of the chosen
meeting places. According to a British account, based on a pro-resistance
source, at least five meetings took place in Macau between Japanese
officers and representatives of the Zhongshan authorities between
December 1938 and February 1939 to guarantee a smooth occupation
without violence. The Japanese side promised the return of foreign con-
cessions and colonies and the abolition of extraterritoriality, but ‘the
Chinese representatives retorted that it was impossible to reconcile the
Japanese protestations of friendliness, with the indiscriminate attacks on
the local civilian populace as exemplified in the burning of junks, raping of
women . . . or the shooting down of the C.N.A.C. [China National
Aviation Corporation] plane “Kweilin”’.71 Appealing to anti-imperialist
solidary meant little when it was accompanied by imperialist aggression.

Armed resistance to the Japanese was made not by regular troops but by
militia,72 which, a newspaper claimed, ‘imported arms and ammunitions

70 C. Vasconcelos, ‘Relatório de Exercício de 1938 a 1945 da Filial de Macau’ (‘Macau
Branch Activity Report from 1938 until 1945’), pp. 6–7, Arquivo Histórico da Caixa
Geral de Depósitos (Caixa Geral de Depósitos Historical Archives, hereafter CGD),
AG-012–22–117; Acting Secretary of War to Cordell Hull, Secretary of State, 15 June,
1938, Franklin D. Roosevelt Presidential Library, Collection FDR-FDRPSF,
Diplomatic Correspondence, 1933–45, China, 1938: catalog.archives.gov/id/16618367.

71 HongKong IntelligenceReport No. 3/39, sent byWarOffice to Far EasternDepartment,
FO, 15 Apr. 1939, p. 14, TNA FO 371/23501. Occurring in August 1938 and known as
the ‘Kweilin Incident’, it is considered the first time in world history a civilian airliner was
shot down. At the time, some speculated that the intended target was Sun Fo, then
president of the Executive Yuan, who cancelled his journey at the last minute (‘Descida
forçada dum avião pertencente à “China National Aviation Corporation”’ (‘Forced
descent of a plane belonging to the “China National Aviation Corporation”’), VM (25
Aug. 1938), p. 4). In a letter to Charles Boxer, Braga informed him he had gone to
photograph the site and sent a long report to the SCMP, ‘but it was crowded out by news
of affairs in Europe’ (Letter from Braga to Boxer, 31 Aug. 1938, NLA, MS 4300, Box 9,
3.2/2).

72 Up to 200,000 guerrillas were reportedly operating in Guangdong in 1939 (Macri, Clash
of Empires, p. 130).
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through third parties at the border’ – that is, via Macau (see Figure 1.3).73

This may explain why military historians have largely overlooked the
region.74 Fighting around Shiqi occurred from the spring of 1939 and
intensified during the summer and fall when the county was heavily
bombed, disrupting food production and supplies, including of manufac-
tured goods, between Hong Kong and Macau and the interior of China.
Concerning reports reached diaspora communities as far away as San

Figure 1.3 A Chinese woman fighting for the resistance in Zhongshan,
1939. Sueddeutsche Zeitung Photo / Alamy

73 ‘Japanese Disclose Why Chungshan [Was] Taken’, Canton Daily Sun (hereafter CDS) (9
Oct. 1939). The clipping was attached to a copy of a dispatch from Monteiro to Lima,
where he noted that, ‘during my short stay in that colony of ours, a trusted person had
told me armament had been passed through Macau’ (AHD, 3P, A9, M128–129).

74 M. Peattie, E. Drea and H. van de Ven (eds.), The Battle for China: Essays on the Military
History of the Sino–JapaneseWar of 1937–1945 (Stanford, CA, 2011). The key exception is
Macri, Clash of Empires.
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Francisco.75 As Macri observed: ‘The Chinese defended the birthplace of
Sun Yat Sen with great determination, and although the fight for
Shekki [Shiqi] was small in scale compared with other significant battles,
its political impact helped prolong the war.’76 Three assaults on the city
failed in September, but on 8 October, Japanese forces occupied it.
However, they had to withdraw after two days and the local magistrate,
General ZhangHuichang, returned.77 Likemany otherNationalist officials,
Zhang’s life story was marked by global connections. He grew up in the
United States, graduated from a flight school in New York and became an
American citizen.He returned toChina in 1917, was SunYat-sen’s aide-de-
camp and the leader of his first squadron of aviation corps, later bureau chief
of the Canton Aviation Bureau and director of the Nationalist government
Aviation Office in Nanjing. An aviation celebrity, he fell from grace after
joining the Fujian People’s Government, destroyed by Chiang Kai-shek in
1933. He served as a diplomat in Cuba before returning to serve as the head
of Zhongshan county. By 1939, anti-Japanese resistance put him again on
Chiang’s side.78

Worried that combat might spread to what was considered a ‘neutral
zone’ between Macau and Qianshan, or that Chinese troops might seek
refuge in the enclave, Governor Barbosa sought to reinforce Portuguese
defences near the border. He was also involved in contacting the local
authorities via intermediaries to convince them to avoid a bloodbath by
giving up what he considered a ‘pointless opposition’.79 Chinese resist-
ance in and aroundMacau was tolerated, but Barbosa would prefer that it
did not pose too many problems for the Portuguese in Macau. Others
were more understanding, however. Anti-Japanese activities in Macau
were a consequence of the brutal invasion, and the Portuguese consul in
Guangzhou knew it would be ‘almost impossible to completely prevent
them in a land where around 200,000 Chinese live who cordially hate the
invader and victorious oppressor’.80

In early March 1940, Japanese naval units advanced again into Shiqi
following the same route as the previous year. An army of around 25,000
men under Wu Fei, who had been the county leader since 1939, resisted
the invasion but was overpowered. Japanese naval and land forces

75 ‘Hongkong Sees New Menace As Japanese Capture Shekki’, San Francisco Chronicle (9
Oct. 1939), p. 3.

76 Macri, Clash of Empires, p. 137. 77 Ibid., p. 143.
78 A. O’Keefe, ‘Stars in the Nation’s Skies: The Ascent and Trajectory of the Chinese

Aviation Celebrity in the Prewar Decade’, in P. Pickowicz (ed.), Liangyou: Kaleidoscopic
Modernity, and the Shanghai Global Metropolis, 1926–1945 (Leiden, 2013), pp. 135–59, at
pp. 138–46.

79 Barbosa quoted in dispatch fromMC toMNE, 12Oct. 1939, AHD, 3P, A9,M128–129.
80 Monteiro to Lima, 26 Mar. 1940, AHD, 2P, A48, M217.
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blockaded coastal areas while naval air units bombed the retreating
Chinese. The city was taken in three days.81 From Chongqing,
a Chinese military spokesman dismissed the operation as of ‘no military
significance’ and probably carried out ‘for certain political reasons con-
nected with the Japanese attempt at an early establishment of a new
regime in China’.82 News in pro-Japan Chinese newspapers in
Guangzhou claimed the pro-Chiang guerrillas, who had provoked the
Japanese advance on Shiqi, had been operating from and were aided by
Macau. The governor of Macau believed Wu Fei had collaborated with
the Japanese. The Portuguese consul in Guangzhou disagreed, confirm-
ing the rumours that he was acting under orders of the Nationalist
government, fooling both the Japanese and Barbosa.83 These contradict-
ory views demonstrate how volatile the South China front was, with those
engaged in resistance and collaboration not always unequivocally
differentiated.

The Kuomintang in Macau

The presence of neutral foreign colonies and concessions bordering
Guangdong province was of great importance to harness support for
Chinese resistance.84 At an early stage, Hong Kong and Macau were
regarded as one entity and KMT cadres usually operated in both, often
being based in Hong Kong, which was deemed more important.85 As the
Nationalists suffered a series of defeats and Japanese-occupied areas
expanded, the importance of neutral territories grew and there was
a significant rise in the number of party members in Hong Kong,
Kowloon and Macau.86 Wu Tiecheng, the former mayor of Shanghai
and governor of Guangdong province, headed the Hong Kong–Macau
branch, which had been reorganised and became independent from the
tutelage of the Guangzhou one it had formerly belonged to.87 In 1939,

81 ‘Japanese Spokesman Reviews Chungshan Operation’, CDS (9 Mar. 1940), AHD, 2P,
A48, M217.

82 ‘Chinese Comment on Chungshan Operation’, CDS, 9 Mar. 1940, ibid.
83 Monteiro to Lima, 26 Mar. 1940, ibid.
84 In addition to Macau and Hong Kong, one must consider the French leased territory of

Guangzhouwan. Its wartime experience had many similarities with Macau’s (Xie,
‘China’s Casablanca’).

85 Li, ‘Lunxian qian’, pp. 445–6. 86 Ibid., p. 449; Li, ‘Wu Tiecheng’, pp. 75–6.
87 R. Hei and H. Chen, ‘1927–1949 nian Guomindang Aomen zhibu de dangwu kaocha’

(‘The Party Affairs of the KMTMacau Branch in 1927–1949’), Aomen yanjiu (Journal of
Macau Studies), 54/10 (2009), pp. 131–5, at pp. 131–2. Wu Tiecheng was regarded
favourably by Ashley Clarke, a senior British diplomat who later served as ambassador to
Lisbon from 1944 to 1946. He cited information by the Officer Administering
Government in the Straits Settlements that there was no suggestion in China that Wu
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Wu entrusted responsibility for the Macau section to Zhou Yongneng,
who earlier in his career had played an important role in establishing
a KMT branch in Cuba. Wu also asked the KMT Central Committee
to make Zhou the head of the Guangdong Office of Overseas Chinese
Affairs.88 Amass rally supporting the resistance was held on Lappa island
in May 1939, with the participation of Macau patriotic associations.89

Chinese resistance activities had to deal with increasing interference
from the Portuguese authorities. In September 1939, they sent the police
to search offices, houses and schools of Chinese representatives inMacau.
Chinese sources state that, after the Japanese consul had protested to the
governor against the Chinese government in Chongqing having many
people engaged in anti-Japanese activities in the enclave, and requested
the Portuguese stop them, Barbosa had agreed to send the Macau police
to search for propaganda materials. Zhou’s house and the Chong Tak
[Zhongde] Middle School were searched, materials were confiscated and
some people were arrested.90 The Portuguese police had also asked for
the money collected from donations for refugee relief.91 These actions
seem to indicate that Portugal was breaching its neutral status and favour-
ing Japan. The Chinese legation in Lisbon was instructed to protest to the
Portuguese government and urge it to enquire about the matter with the
Macau authorities.

Further information that the Macau police had raided offices, schools
and residences searching for anti-Japanese materials reached the Chinese
Ministry of Foreign Affairs in October. This was based on a Chinese
intelligence report (qingbao) informing on Portuguese–Japanese collabor-
ation that had included the acceptance of payments from the Japanese in
exchange for help to arrest Chinese officials and spies engaged in anti-
Japanese activities in Macau.92 Li Jinlun delivered a note to the
Portuguese Ministry of Foreign Affairs stating that the Chinese govern-
ment had been informed of a decision to crack down on Chinese relief
institutions inMacau, including the seizure of more than 10,000 Chinese
dollars that the Commercial Association had collected for refugees. They
had been ordered to dissolve because if the Japanese captured Zhongshan

was blamed for the loss of Guangzhou and that he still enjoyed Chiang Kai-shek’s
confidence (Ashley Clarke, FO, to Gerard Gent, CO, 20 Oct. 1940, TNA, FO 371/
24704).

88 Li, ‘Lunxian qian’, p. 450; Li, ‘Wu Tiecheng’, p. 74.
89 Guo, ‘Shilun Aomen’, p. 100.
90 Military Affairs Commission to Wang Chonghui, Minister of Foreign Affairs, 20 Sept.

1939, AS-IMH, Waijiaobu, 312.8/0001.
91 Military Affairs Commission to Wang Chonghui, 23 Sept. 1939, ibid.
92 Military Affairs Commission to Wang Chonghui, 14 Oct. 1939, ibid.
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and demanded a list of Chinese involved in anti-Japanese activities, the
Macau government could not be responsible for their safety.93

In a follow-up meeting at the ministry, Li insisted on clarifying the
rumours, particularly the threat of handing Chinese refugees in the enclave
over to the Japanese military authorities if they advanced close to Macau.
He wanted guarantees from the Portuguese that the Macau authorities
would not do such a thing.94 Barbosa reported to Lisbon that all of the
rumours were false. Chinese merchants who raised funds for refugees were
just asked to present their balance sheets to prove fundswere not being sent
to the resistance as the Japanese suspected.95 This was a somewhat impos-
sible request given the entanglement of relief and resistance in South
China. Once again, however, the Chinese central government was quick
to use diplomatic channels to hold the Portuguese accountable for what
was happening in Macau.

Despite the Japanese military forces citing KMT activities in Macau to
pressure the Portuguese, these continued to take place. A report from
Japan’s national news agency, Dōmei, claimed that a KMT meeting had
been held in Macau in January 1940, where Chiang ‘was praised’ and
Wang Jingwei ‘was criticized’.96 The governor denied this, but Zhou
Yongneng later confirmed that the meeting had taken place on Lappa.97

This is also attested by a letter from Jack Braga, assuring the report was
erroneous but confirming that KMTmeetings did occasionally take place
in Wanzai on the eastern part of Lappa. Braga hailed from an important
Hong Kong Portuguese family and lived in Macau from the late 1920s to
1946. He was a Reuters and Associated Press correspondent and
a teacher and, as detailed in Chapter 5, also worked for British, Chinese
and possibly American intelligence during the war. He stated that the
majority of those attending the meeting were Macau residents and the
branch was known as theMacau Kuomintang. Braga believed the branch
was not engaged in anti-Japanese propaganda ‘but concentrate their
attention on getting subscriptions for Chinese war charities, and keep
an eye on any of their own nationals who happen to be pro-Japanese’.98

The line between relief and resistance was often a thin one.
Crackdown on KMT activities grew in the later stages of

Barbosa’s governorship, and from 1940 onwards they were mostly

93 Note from Li, delivered on 27 Sept. 1939, AHD, 3P, A9, M128–129.
94 Record of conversation with Li Jinlun, 14 Oct. 1939, ibid.
95 Barbosa quoted in dispatch from MC to MNE, 18 Oct. 1939, ibid.
96 ‘Japanese Angered by Macao Action’, NCH (17 Jan. 1940), p. 86; ‘Kuomintang Party

Holds Conference in Macao’, CDS (17 Jan. 1940), AHD, 2P, A48, M217.
97 Barbosa to Monteiro, 23 Jan. 1940, AHD, 2P, A48, M217.
98 J. M. Braga to S. S. Moosa, 30 Jan. 1940, NLA, MS 4300, Box 14, 4.1/15.
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forced underground.99 In June 1940, Chiang Kai-shek was informed
that the Macau governor had reached a tacit agreement with
Japanese forces. He would suppress the activities of Chinese patri-
otic groups and in exchange Japan would prevent a blockade of
Macau. Chiang lamented in his diary that Macau was now com-
pletely under Japanese control.100 Zhou Yongneng recalled in his
memoirs how his presence in Macau was cut short when he was
arrested. When his identity was revealed in a newspaper, the gov-
ernor of Macau ceded to Japanese pressure and sent the police to
arrest him. Wu Tiecheng, with the help of some influential Chinese
personalities from Macau, managed to prevent Zhou’s extradition to
the Japanese. Instead, he was simply expelled from Macau and
forbidden to exercise activities there.101 He went to Hong Kong
where he remained until the death of Governor Barbosa and his
replacement by Gabriel Maurício Teixeira, whom Zhou described
as anti-German and not sympathetic towards the Japanese. Zhou
managed to resume work in Macau through Catholic networks and
he cultivated good relations with the new governor and others in the
administration.102 Although he lived in Kowloon, Zhou often stayed
in Macau. He was there for a party meeting when the invasion of
Hong Kong began and he remained stranded in Macau for the
following weeks. He then fled to Chongqing after learning that
collaborators were planning to kill him.103 Zhou’s case is illustrative
of the multiple local and transnational links that sustained Chinese
resistance in South China.

Official and shadow diplomacy were occasionally intertwined. At the
end of 1940 and in April 1941, Li Shizhong, a former chargé d’affaires in
Portugal, came to visit the newMacau governor. He identified himself as
an envoy of Chiang Kai-shek, who wanted him to be his delegate in the
enclave.104 Teixeira replied he could only consider him privately – as an
official appointment had to be granted by Lisbon – but he did not dismiss
him. Indeed, assistance could be and was requested through these semi-
informal channels.When the governor was asked to allow the supplying of
gasoline to Free China, he told Li that Portugal’s ‘honest [and] loyal

99 Guo, ‘Shilun Aomen’, p. 100.
100 S. F. Wu, ‘Zhongguo kangzhan xia de Aomen juese’ (‘Macau’s Role in China’s War of

Resistance’), in Jiang Jieshi yu kangzhan shiqi de Zhongguo (Chiang Kai-shek and China
during the War of Resistance) (Yilan, 2013), pp. 43–8, at p. 45. ccfd.org.tw/ccef001/files
ys/files/dl/CKS-manual.pdf.

101 Y. Zhou, Zhou Yongneng xiansheng fangwen jilu (The Reminiscences of Mr. Chou Yung-
neng) (Taipei, 1984), p. 150.

102 Ibid., p. 151. 103 Li, ‘Wu Tiecheng’, p. 83.
104 Teixeira to MC, 28 Dec. 1940, ANTT, AOS, UL-10A1, cx. 767.
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neutrality policy could not allow’ an approval. When he suggested that
perhaps contraband could be permitted, Teixeira’s answer was ambigu-
ous: ‘when smugglers were caught, they would suffer the legal
penalties’.105 This implied that they would be free to continue their
activities if they kept a low profile.

As these contacts attest, Chiang Kai-shek had not given up on Macau
as an entrepôt for Chinese war supplies. In February 1941, the governor
informed Lisbon that Chiang had sent a special delegate, Wang
Zhengting, to Hong Kong and Macau. Wang was a former minister of
foreign affairs and had been China’s ambassador to the United States
between 1936 and 1938. He had not been able to visit Macau, arguably
because Japanese were searching boats travelling between the two col-
onies. Since Wang had asked to exchange views with the Macau govern-
ment, the governor sent Pedro José Lobo to Hong Kong to meet him.
Lobo was one of the most powerful figures in Macau, remaining a key
intermediary figure throughout the war years and afterwards. He was
instructed to listen to whatever Wang had to say but only to talk about
assistance to refugees: ‘[W]ithin [its] impartial neutrality, the Macau
government will continue to assist Chinese refugees not only because
[of] the never-interrupted friendship between our two countries but also
by compliance with the Christian spirit [which is the] base of the New
State [Estado Novo authoritarian regime] doctrine.’106

Mentioning Christianity may have been an attempt to stress a common
ground givenChiang’s Christian faith and theChristian influence over his
New Life Movement implemented, like the New State in Portugal, in the
1930s.107 The reference to the Chinese refugees in Macau – by then
already numbering in the tens of thousands – attests to the links between
humanitarian assistance and political expediency in the enclave, an issue
that will be analysed in Chapter 3. During his meeting with Lobo, Wang
transmitted official thanks from Chiang Kai-shek for Portugal’s ‘correct-
ness [and] friendship with China and assistance [to] refugees’, having
sent a jade stone ring to the governor as a ‘symbol of friendship’.

Before leaving for Chongqing, Wang said he would return within a few
months and would visit Macau unless there was a risk of detention by
Japanese forces. Teixeira later notified Lisbon that he had information of
‘secret negotiations’ taking place in Hong Kong between delegates of
Chiang Kai-shek and Wang Jingwei. Wang, he said, had been showing
resistance towards the Japanese and refused to nominate a pro-Japanese

105 Teixeira to MC, 10 Apr. 1941, ibid. 106 Teixeira to MC, 10 Feb. 1941, ibid.
107 On the Christian elements of the New Life Movement, see F. Ferlanti, ‘The New Life

Movement in Jiangxi Province, 1934–1938’, Modern Asian Studies, 44/5 (2010), pp.
961–1000.
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candidate to govern Shiqi.108 Japanese agents were working in
Guangdong distributing donations for propaganda purposes and advo-
cating peace. However, according to the governor, Chiang remained the
‘main figure’. He told his superior that ‘if Chiang does not make peace [,]
even if the Japanese keep Wang Jingwei [,] his authority will be more and
more fictitious’. The governor then clearly stated his position in the
matter. ‘[O]ur policy is not altered: honest neutrality but, within it,
friendship with Chiang.’109 This was a more open expression of cooper-
ation with Chinese resistance than the actions of his predecessor.

Nationalist resistance’s interactions with Macau were part of a wider
picture of making creative uses of neutral foreign-ruled territories in
China, to which Shanghai’s foreign concessions and Hong Kong were
key. Chiang’s men were not the only ones operating in these, however.

Communist Mobilisation

Communist guerrillas had been recruited in Macau since the early stages
of the war. Both the KMT and the CCP were involved in cultural activ-
ities taking place in Macau to mobilise support for the war effort, includ-
ing sonic and visual propaganda such as the 1938 documentary series
Kangzhan teji (War of Resistance Special) shown at the Apollo Theatre in
Macau.110

The origins of theCCP inMacau have, so far, lacked scholarly attention,
but it is known that the party was present in Macau before 1937. Chen
Shaoling, a CCPmember from Taishan who had fled the KMT toMalaya
in 1927, came to the enclave in 1935, where he opened a ‘progressive’
bookshop and sought to mobilise teachers, students and workers.111 The
Second United Front with the Nationalists during the war provided
a golden opportunity for the CCP to expand their activities in places such
asMacau and Chen played an important role inmobilisation efforts within
and beyond Macau.

One of the city’s newly founded charities, the Four Circles Disaster
Relief Association (Sijie jiuzaihui), was linked to Communist resistance.
The circles were academic, musical, theatrical and sporting. It included
more than fifty smaller associations (schools, sports teams, media,
musical and theatre groups, etc.) and more than 100 people. Founded
in August 1937, it organised a variety of fundraising activities (such as

108 Teixeira to MC, received 27 Feb. 1941, ANTT, AOS, UL-10A1, cx. 767.
109 Teixeira to MC, 12 Mar. 1941, ibid. 110 Lin and Wang, Gudao yingxiang, p. 99.
111 Guo, ‘Shilun Aomen’, p. 100. Chen was expelled from the party in 1939, wrongly

accused of Trotskyism, and died in a Japanese bombing that year (‘Chen Shaoling’, in
Baidu baike, baike.baidu.com/item/陈少陵).
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entertainment events, sports competitions and collection of donations
on the street). These groups’ work included propaganda activities to
mobilise the rural communities and provision of medical treatment, for
example, to victims of Japanese bombings, as well as actual fighting.112

The association provided training to youth teams dispatched to engage
in popular mobilisation and guerrilla fighting in inland China. The
Macau Chinese Youth Countryside Service Group (Lü Ao Zhongguo
qingnian xiangcun fuwutuan) was the first Chinese service group to
send members to the interior.113 Several of its young members lost
their lives in the conflict.114

After the fall of Guangzhou, the Four Circles Disaster Relief
Association Return to the County Service Group (Sijie jiuzaihui huiguo
fuwutuan) was set up, with Liao Jintao as leader.115 Liao, an under-
ground CCP member, was a clerk in a motor company in Macau and
was responsible for the propaganda department of the Four Circles
Association, travelling to Guangzhou and other places near Macau
and mobilising people to support the resistance. The Nationalists
arrested him in 1941, and he ended up dying in jail at just twenty-
seven.116

That same year, General Ye Ting, commander of the New Fourth
Army, is mentioned as having come to reside in the enclave. Ye had
been arrested and tried in the New Fourth Army Incident that had
fatally damaged the CCP–KMT United Front. He was reportedly
imprisoned until the end of the war.117 However, according to
a telegram from the governor of Macau, after being arrested by the
Nationalists, Ye returned to Macau, where he had sought refuge in
1935.118 The governor notified Lisbon that he would summon Ye to
tell him that ‘he would let him stay in Macau as long as he observed
absolute correctness [in his behaviour] but at the minimum communist
activity he would be arrested and deported’.119 It is unclear if Ye’s
return to Macau did indeed take place and, if so, how long it lasted
and what its purpose was.

112 Deng, Aomen lishi, pp. 90–9. See also Huang and Chen, Haojiang fengyun er’nü, and
Zou, ‘Qianxi kangzhan’, p. 146.

113 Fei, Macau 400 Years, p. 343.
114 Barreto, Macau during the Sino–Japanese War, pp. 157–9.
115 Deng, Aomen lishi, pp. 96–7.
116 ‘Liao Jintao’, in Gang’Ao dabaike quanshu (Encyclopedia of Hong Kong & Macao)

(Guangzhou, 1993), p. 800.
117 G. Benton, New Fourth Army: Communist Resistance along the Yangtze and the Huai,

1938–1941 (Berkeley, CA, 1999), p. 571.
118 Ye Ting’s family home in Macau is now a museum open to the public.
119 Teixeira to MC, 13 Mar. 1941, ANTT, AOS, UL-10A1, cx. 767.
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As will be detailed later, the CCP presence in Macau became stronger
in the 1940s when some future key figures started to operate in the
Portuguese enclave. Chinese historians now credit the party with the
bulk of anti-Japanese resistance activities in and around Macau.120

Macau and Chinese Collaborators

Neutral territories were prime sites for the coexistence and interaction of
opposing forces during the Second World War. Macau was important
both for those supporting resistance against Japan and for those attempt-
ing to settle for peace, most notably Wang Jingwei and his circle. As will
become clear in this section and in Chapter 4, the enclave was a peculiar
participant observer in the rise and fall of Wang’s RNG.

Unable to convince Chiang Kai-shek to accept surrender, the
Japanese turned their attention to Wang Jingwei, an important KMT
figure who regarded Chiang as a rival who had usurped his ‘rightful
place as leader of the National Revolution’.121 Together with a group of
close associates, Wang left Chongqing in December 1938, bound for
Hanoi in French Indochina, and Hong Kong. In these then-neutral
colonial territories, Wang and his circle began to negotiate with Japan,
responding to covert overtures for peace that had been happening for
some time and would continue for the rest of the conflict. After leaving
Chongqing, Wang began to contact a number of figures in areas where
he and his wife, Chen Bijun, were well connected. Chen, who had been
born in British-ruled Penang, played a key role in Wang’s shift towards
Japan and actively lobbied for his ‘Peace Movement’. She led one of the
two main factions of Wang’s supporters, the furen pai or ‘Madame
(Wang) Faction’, that came to dominate occupied Guangdong’s econ-
omy and politics.122

One of Chen Bijun’s colonial stopovers was Macau. In January, the
governor reported to Lisbon that Chen had ‘come to reside in Macau’,
believing it to be a safe location.123 Guangdong province had long been
a key area of support for Wang, a native Cantonese who had been a close

120 A good example of this is the section dedicated to ‘Heroes of the Sino–Japanese War’ in
Barreto, Macau during the Sino–Japanese War, pp. 139–65.

121 Mitter, China’s War with Japan, pp. 202, 206.
122 J. K. S. Yick, ‘“Pre-collaboration”: The Political Activity and Influence of Chen Bijun in

Wartime China’, Southeast Review of Asian Studies, 36 (2014), pp. 58–74, at p. 63; J. K.
S. Yick, ‘“Self-Serving Collaboration”: The Political Legacy of “Madame Wang” in
Guangdong Province, 1940–1945’, American Journal of Chinese Studies, 21/217 (2014),
pp. 217–34.

123 Barbosa to MC, 5 Jan. 1939, ANTT, AOS, UL-10A1, cx. 767. Also in AHD, 3P, A9,
M128–129.
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associate of SunYat-sen. It is not surprising that theWangs’ first efforts to
develop an alternative government to that of Chiang’s involved meetings
with other Cantonese elites, facilitated by the official neutrality of the
foreign-ruled territories in South China. These territories also offered
opportunities to reach out to European authorities.

It was via Macau that Wang Jingwei arrived at Guangzhou in July, on
the Japanese ship Shirogane Maru.124 He broadcast a key speech in the
provincial capital, calling for peace with Japan and condemning Chiang
and guerrilla actions inGuangdong, and the suffering they inflicted on the
local population.125 His pleas were not unanimously well received and his
attempts to convince key KMT military figures, such as General Zhang
Fakui, to defect failed.

In Hong Kong, Wang’s supporters faced fierce opposition from pro-
resistance circles and were met with a cold, if not downright hostile, position
from the British colonial authorities, well exemplified by the difficulties faced
by the Hua nan ribao (South China Daily News), a Hong Kong–based
newspaper that was an important propaganda mouthpiece for Wang.126

Despite this, his moves to gain prominence in occupied South China had
some traction. AlthoughWang ended up relocating to Shanghai, a pro-Wang
Guangdong Political Affairs Committee was established later in 1939. By
then, Cantonese collaborators were divided into factions, one of them Chen
Bijun’s, fighting for power. In a bid against Chen’s faction, Peng Dongyuan,
one of the collaborators the Japanese had put in charge of Guangzhou, made
himself mayor of the new Guangzhou Municipal Administrative Office.
Eventually, Chen’s faction – with the support of the head of the Japanese
army special services in Shanghai, Kagesa Sasaki – succeeded in dominating
Guangdong province, where a new provincial government was established in
May 1940.127 Several of the provincial government committee members
were part of Chen Bijun’s faction, and she was appointed to the position of
Guangdong political director that granted her extensive powers of supervi-
sion over government affairs in South China.128

If Wang Jingwei used Macau as a stopover for his démarches in South
China, so did Chiang Kai-shek’s envoys, who were determined to make
Wang’s efforts collapse. Wang’s rival government had been officially

124 Acting British Consul General in Guangzhou to Archibald Clark Kerr, British
Ambassador to China, 10 Aug. 1939, TNA, FO 676/410.

125 Kerr to FO, 15 Aug. 1939. An English translation of the speech was published in CDS
(11 Aug. 1939), ibid.

126 L. M. W. Chiu, ‘The South China Daily News and Wang Jingwei’s Peace Movement,
1939–41’, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society Hong Kong Branch, 50 (2010), pp. 343–70,
at pp. 349–62.

127 Yick, ‘“Pre-collaboration”’, p. 68.
128 Ibid., pp. 70–1; Yick, ‘“Self-Serving Collaboration”’, p. 223.
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inaugurated on 30 March 1940 without formal recognition by Japan,
which ‘still hoped for a peace settlement with the real power in China,
the National Government’.129 In June, high-level contacts that had begun
in Hong Kong between Nationalist agents and Japanese military figures
were resumed in Macau. The talks revolved around ‘Chinese recognition
of Manchuria and Japanese stationing of troops in North China’ and went
as far as the signing of a memorandum agreeing that Chiang would meet
Itagaki Seishirō, chief of staff of the China Expeditionary Army, in
Chongqing in August, but then Chiang abruptly cancelled them.130

In early November, a more informal meeting took place in Macau
between Du Shishan, one of the Nationalists’ ‘unofficial representatives’,
and Toyama Shuzo, son of a friend of Sun Yat-sen, who warned of the
imminent recognition of the Wang Jingwei regime. This was one of the
Nationalists’ last efforts to obstruct that recognition.131 However, they did
not stop trying to discredit the RNG and even unlikely actors were used to
ensure this. For example, news fromChongqing that the Chinese apostolic
vicar of Nanjing, Yu Bin, called for opposing the Wang government, was
published in the main Macau daily.132 The impact of such reports on
a considerable local Chinese Catholic population is unknown but is easily
imaginable, particularly given the Japanese bombing of Catholic missions
in the province that will be addressed in the following chapter.

Meanwhile, the RNG authorities inGuangdong foundMacau useful for
other purposes. In May 1940, a new Zhongshan county magistrate con-
tacted the Macau authorities with commercial proposals. He was organis-
ing an export regime to neighbouring territories and promised to make
Macau’s harbour a distribution hub, as well as to replace the Lappa island
garrison with one more in line with Portuguese interests. In exchange, he
wished to obtain 20,000 patacas to cover the district’s organisational
expenses.133 In a top-secret telegram to Lisbon, Governor Barbosa
expressed his approval, fearing economic reprisals if he did not comply.
Everything would be taken care of confidentially, involving only the gov-
ernor and two other associates, one of them Lobo. With the bluntly racist
language sometimes found in official correspondence, he exonerated

129 M. Huang and H. Yang, ‘Nationalist China’s Negotiating Position during the
Stalemate, 1938–1945’, in D. P. Barrett and L. N. Shyu (eds.), Chinese Collaboration
with Japan, 1932–1945: The Limits of Accommodation (Stanford, CA, 2001), pp. 56–76,
at p. 63.

130 Ibid., pp. 65–6. Also see Mitter, China’s War with Japan, pp. 220–1.
131 Huang and Yang, ‘Nationalist China’s Negotiating Position’, pp. 63–4.
132 ‘Um apelo do bispo católico chinês Yi Pin’ (‘An Appeal by the Chinese Catholic Bishop

Yu Bin’), VM (8 Apr. 1940), p. 3.
133 The pataca has beenMacau’s currency since 1894. In the 1930s, it was the equivalent of

5.5 Portuguese escudos.
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himself of any responsibility, noting that ‘all Chinamen are venal’, it was
not such a high amount, ‘and the general has volunteered to issue a receipt
which is a valuable document for us and places him, in a way, in our
dependency’. Ever mindful of colonial comparisons, he added that ‘it is
like this that other foreign countries havemanaged their tranquillity and the
maintenance of their interests in the Far East’.134 In other words, since
everybody was collaborating, it was not a problem.

The minister of colonies was not particularly enthusiastic at first. Such
things ‘are perhaps very common [in the] East but they contradict our
principles [and] shock our sensibility’, he telegraphed. The whole affair
was likely to lead to more demands and would look very much like
blackmail. However, if the Lappa settlement meant a Portuguese reoccu-
pation of Lappa, he added, using ‘these means would not be so repug-
nant’. The minister approved the operation, hoping for the ‘moral
sacrifice’ to be justified by ‘advantageous results’.135 For the governor,
compromise was imperative because the ‘maintenance [of] gambling,
opium and commerce profits depend[ed] [on the] sympathy [of the]
high authority [of the] Zhongshan district’.

Morality was a strange thing indeed, for its sacrifice was, after all, to buy
Macau’s financial solvency through activities that elsewhere attracted
moral condemnation. The money would be considered a loan and the
replacement of the Lappa garrison by one less hostile to Portugal would
allow theMacau authorities to scale downmaritime security measures. In
sum, collaboration with the collaborators would be ‘very useful at least
economically’, especially given the unrelenting Japanese pressure.136

Such desire for stability soon gave way to more demands.
Authorities in Zhongshan tried to control access to Macau in different

ways. These interactions served multiple and intersecting purposes, from
personal profit to protection of power or expansion of influence. In
November, a tax was imposed on everyone who went to Macau. The
new governor, Gabriel Teixeira, informed Lisbon he would try to negoti-
ate a reduction. An opportunity came up when, a few months later, the
newly appointed magistrate of Zhongshan remained in Macau, hiding
from the supporters of his predecessor, ‘who wanted to assassinate him’,
and waiting for the Japanese to ‘clean up Zhongshan’.137

The case highlights how different collaborationist factions in the south
had differing degrees of closeness with the Japanese military forces. The
Macau governor granted him protection, including authorisation for gun

134 Barbosa to MC, 2 May 1940, ANTT, AOS, UL-10A1, cx. 767.
135 Machado to Barbosa, 4 May 1940, ibid. 136 Barbosa to MC, 4 May 1940, ibid.
137 Teixeira to MC, 24 Apr. 1941, ibid.
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licences for his two bodyguards.138 In May, the magistrate came to visit
Teixeira with customary ‘wishes of collaboration’ (desejos [de]
colaboração). Confirming those to be his wishes as well, the governor
suggested that a practical way of doing so would be to lower the taxes
over people and goods travelling betweenMacau and Zhongshan, as well
as to facilitate the return of refugees in Macau. The magistrate requested
to station a representative to deal with Macau–Zhongshan issues,
a refugee from Zhongshan who had been living in Macau for four years.
He was a graduate of an American university and a ‘friend’ of the
Portuguese. The governor accepted.139 Personal links, however, were
a volatile insurance in a region ravaged by factions and war. In mid-
June, the magistrate was assassinated in Macau, shot dead by three
Chinese who escaped.140 Even though the governor assured Lisbon that
he had provided everything for theman’s safety, the incident was a pretext
for the RNG to protest as a state would.

Complaints and demands were opportunities for the RNG to affirm its
claims as the legitimate Chinese government. A protest about the magis-
trate’s assassination came via the commissioner for foreign affairs of the
Guangdong provincial government, Zhou Bingsan, accompanied by
a Japanese adviser. The demands were harsh: a written apology by the
Macau government; immediate handing over of the criminals; punish-
ment of the responsible Macau government staff; financial compensation
for the family of the deceased; and guarantees that similar incidents would
never again take place. Teixeira refused to accept, claiming he had
granted all requests for the deceased’s protection and had kept good
relations with him. The Japanese sided with the governor, and their
agent told Teixeira that their investigations in Shiqi pointed towards the
assassination having been requested by the Nanjing government itself.141

This case highlights the divisions amongst collaborators and how internal
decisions influenced informal external relations.

As in Shanghai, where – as FrederickWakeman demonstrated – political
terrorism became an everyday reality between 1937 and 1941, political
assassinations continued with frequency in South China, sometimes per-
petrated in Macau.142 One of the victims was the Guangzhou police sub-
chief.143 He was the fifthmanworking for the RNGprovincial government
killed inMacau between June 1940 and September 1941.144 A new protest

138 Teixeira to MC, 18 June 1941, ibid. 139 Teixeira to MC, 8 May 1941, ibid.
140 Teixeira to MC, 18 June 1941, ibid. 141 Teixeira to MC, 8 July 1941, ibid.
142 Wakeman, Shanghai Badlands. 143 Teixeira to MC, 11 Sept. 1941, ibid.
144 MNE note based on information transmitted from Teixeira to MC, Mar. 1942, AHD,

2P, A48,M212. One of the five men assassinated was shot and stabbed to death while in
hospital.
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ensued. The Guangzhou authorities wanted to send their staff in order to,
they claimed, cooperate with the Portuguese authorities in ‘exterminating
dangerous Chongqing elements in Macau’. Licences for carrying guns
would be issued to them and their bodyguards. After some negotiating,
the governor granted 20 licences – much fewer than the 150 demanded –

and tried to get the Japanese representatives to support him.Then he called
a representative of Chiang’s government in Hong Kong, urging him of the
‘imperative need to impose on his supporters respect [for] Macau’s hospi-
tality [and] neutrality’.145 The agent denied Chongqing’s involvement in
the assassinations. The fact that the governor believed it had been the
Nationalists is not surprising as their underground actions against collab-
orators were common during the war.146 This episode reveals that,
although pressured by the RNG authorities, the Portuguese authorities in
Macau continued to maintain contact with Chiang’s men.

The Nationalists were paying close attention to what was happening in
Macau and regularly sent representatives to ensure the Portuguese
authorities had not changed sides. In early May 1941, Ling Shifen visited
the governor.Hewanted to ascertain whether theMacau government had
recognised Wang’s, and if the Japanese had espionage services in the
enclave and were pressuring Chinese schools and associations to support
Wang.

Teixeira confirmed not only that the Macau government had not
recognised the RNG, but also that such a decision rested with the metro-
politan government. On the other issues, he had no knowledge of
Japanese spying in Macau and did not think it necessary given that
Japan occupied all the neighbouring territories. As for co-opting the
Macau Chinese, he only knew that Colonel Okubo Hiroshi, a Japanese
liaison officer, had invited the president of the Commercial Association to
support Wang Jingwei. The governor forbade that association from any
political activity.147

At least until 1941, the core of the Macau Chinese elite remained with
Chiang, and this permitted useful communications with a very wide reach
indeed. For example, in early July 1941, the British intercepted a message
fromMacau to the Chinese embassy at Berlin to evacuate the embassy.148

The warning came shortly after Chongqing’s severed relations with the

145 Teixeira to MC, 1 Oct.1941, ANTT, AOS, UL-10A1, cx. 767.
146 For example, P. F. Lo, It Is Dark Underground (New York, 1946).
147 Teixeira to MC, 6 May 1941, ANTT, AOS, UL-10A1, cx. 767; Diao Zuoqian to

MOFA, 18 May 1941, AH, Waijiaobu, 020000003319A.
148 Wong Yun Une to Wong Hsioh Li (possibly Lin Qiusheng), FO 371/27635. On Lin

Qiusheng, see N. F. Glang, ‘Back-Channel Diplomacy and the Sino–German relation-
ship, 1939–1945’ (PhD thesis, University of Sheffield, 2014), pp. 103–4.
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Axis Powers. That month, two years after his defection, Wang Jingwei
saw Japan finally recognise his Nanjing government. Germany, Italy and
a number of pro-Axis countries, including Spain, also recognised it.149

Efforts were made, by Wang and Japan, to persuade Portugal to follow
suit. Despite many rumours in that direction, such an official recognition
never occurred. In fact, Chiang’s government asked Portugal to protect
Chinese interests and citizens in Spain and its territories after the breaking
of relations with Madrid, and Portugal accepted the request.150 Despite
compromises at the local level, Sino–Portuguese state-to-state relations
kept an appearance of smooth continuity.

Conclusion

Although Portugal had been part of China’s diplomatic resistance against
Japan since 1931, Macau’s importance for the Nationalists grew signifi-
cantly from July 1937, when a continuous state of warfare led to profound
and unprecedented effects in the neutral South China enclave.

When hostilities reached Guangdong province, the attitude of
Portuguese colonial authorities and the actions of Chinese in Macau
became an object of scrutiny and a target for mobilisation. Portuguese
neutrality was often questioned by the Chinese government, but it was
also pragmatically utilised by its agents. Smuggling, propaganda and
meetings were conducted in and via Macau by Chinese in opposing
camps. As this chapter has demonstrated, Chinese wartime diplomacy
was a dynamic endeavour that did not ignore small powers such as
Portugal. From the start of the war, the Nationalists used the opportun-
ities neutrality provided, from Macau’s entrepôt features to the protec-
tion the Portuguese flag could offer renationalised ships.

Portuguese foreign policy towards China was actually nothing more
than colonial policy, where every action was taken with the single object-
ive of securing Portugal’s outposts in Asia. Whilst Chinese diplomats in
Lisbon had a stable presence and acted with professionalism, Portuguese
diplomats remained in occupied cities and did not follow the Nationalists

149 W. C. So, ‘Race, Culture, and the Anglo–American Powers: The Views of Chinese
Collaborators’, Modern China, 37/1 (2011), pp. 69–103, at p. 77. On Spain’s close
relations with Wang’s government, see F. Rodao, ‘Franco’s Spain and the Japanese
Empire, 1937–45’, Bulletin of Portuguese–Japanese Studies, 10–11 (2005), pp. 243–62;
F. Rodao, ‘Japan and the Axis, 1937–8: Recognition of the Franco Regime and
Manchukuo’, Journal of Contemporary History, 44/3 (2009), pp. 431–47.

150 Li Jinlun to Salazar, 19 Sept. 1940, AHD, 2P, A48, M212. The Chinese legation in
Spain had been moved to the south of France during the Spanish Civil War and was
closed in 1940. Shortly afterwards, there were attempts to re-establish diplomatic
relations, which the Spanish government did not accept.
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to the wartime capital, Chongqing. This contributed to the disruption in
state-to-state communication at a time when it was urgently needed. In
such a trying context, Macau’s authorities often bypassed official diplo-
matic channels and launched their own shadow diplomacy initiatives,
albeit without lasting success. Decisions were sometimes taken in
Macau without the prior knowledge and approval of the Portuguese
government in Lisbon, even though it was the latter that had to respond
to Chinese enquiries and complaints over malpractices of neutrality.

Macau was part of a network of foreign-ruled territories, also including
Shanghai’s foreign concessions, Hong Kong and Guangzhouwan, which,
due to their ambiguous neutrality and colonial status, were used by both
resistance activists and collaborators with Japan. These were liminal
places, with water and overland links to mainland China, through which
people, goods and information circulated. Increasing Japanese pressure
to limit Chinese use of Macau for resistance had some degree of success;
however, they never completely ceased as the smuggling opportunities on
offer were attractive to all sides.
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